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From the bestselling author and star of National Geographic Channel's Dog Whisperer, the only
resource you’ #1 New York Times bestselling author, Cesar Millan shows you how to raise an
ideal dog and prevent behavior problems before they begin, including:• For the millions of
people every year who consider bringing a puppy into their lives–in addition to those who have
currently brought a dog home–s own detailed encounters raising individual pups from probably
the most popular breeds, How to Raise the Perfect Dog is similar to having Cesar best beside
you, seeing that your own personal expert, coaching you as well as your pet from the first day of
your life together. how to prevent the most common errors owners make raising puppies and
young dogs• Here, Cesar lets you know everything you want to learn to create the very best
environment for a well-balanced dog in order to avoid behavior issues in the future, and
demonstrates how to correct the most typical behavior issues for youthful dogs. Based on
Cesar’Cesar Millan, the preeminent dog behavior professional, says, "Yes, you can raise the
perfect dog! Filled with new info aimed specifically at this needs of puppies and adolescents,
and written in Cesar's friendly, accessible style, How to Improve the Perfect Pet dog answers all
the most commonly asked questions and guides you towards a loving, satisfying life-long
relationship together with your greatest friend.ll need for raising a happy, healthful dog.
creating perfect obedience from day time one through rules, boundaries, and calm-assertive
leadership• exclusive exercises and play to draw out the best in every breed the essentials of
proper nourishment• the need for vaccinating–and of not over-vaccinating• what to expect from
each stage of your puppy's advancement•" It all starts with the correct foundation in the early
years. how to correct any concern before it turns into a problem• quick and easy housebreaking•
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Don't pay attention to the negative evaluations! I'm about halfway through and I'd def
recommend for rookies and experienced owners Give it a try Very generic and vague. I also
browse the New Skete Monks' publication and found both books to become complementary.
There were a couple of stories about Cesar's time growing up in Mexico and Cesar will point out
how older canines teach puppies within their pack, but everything was in the context of how
anyone can apply these experiences and principles. I came across plenty of specific
recommendations and tips, which I am using right now. After reading the complete book, it was
clear that the individuals who wrote those harmful reviews hadn't really browse the book. I'm
finding it less complicated with the book 'Teach your dog 100 english phrases'. I follow Cesar's
techniques to improve my puppy, and today I got my perfect dog. commands in addition to I with
my training and behavior. Has good ideas I came across it helpful, but We needed something
with better description of how exactly to train. Thanks to these two enjoyable and useful books,
our 4 month old pup is well on his method to being a perfect puppy! Cesar's book had an
excessive amount of story heading on in it and not enough help in how precisely to train. It's not
an itemized instruction book like I thought it could be It isn't an itemized instruction book like I
thought it would be. This is actually the Bible for pet owner! His insight is quite helpful but the
name of the book makes it seem like he'd give a set of instructions rather than a telling of
stories. and now I got my perfect dog. Instead, it's a collection of a few tales of Cesar's
experiences working with a few different dogs. Book Every person considering getting a pup
should read this book first. A most peaceful and well balanced home Love it! Ceasar Milan does
indeed live up to all of the hype. I have a 10 month aged bully who weighs at an impressive
85lbs 2 shih tzus both at 7 and 7 1/2 years with his tips and training method the jumping,
extreme barking, fighting for territory and just the plain acting out has come to an immediate if
not really eventual halt. They dont walk me any more we walk together. Essential read for new
dog owners Like Cesar Milan. It's a classic page turner and very easy to understand. I dont yell
and I dont have to be overly anxious to get my point across. It is a great book on how to better
understand your puppy It is a great book on how best to better understand your puppy, and the
do's and don'ts of puppyhood. Too wordy Less instructive than We hoped. I enjoy them more
plus they all feel and know their purpose. Many thanks so much. I am well informed in the
choices I have made and can make in the years ahead in the care of our dog. Wish I'd examine it
before I got our puppy!!! It has been almost 3 weeks and we have all come a long way. The book
is quite conversational, and takes 100 pages to get into how to train your dog. Great Read Very
helpful with my new puppy. Good Book Great instruction. Perfect Dog ?? So so so helpful in
teaching my puppy! look after my puppy. I really like Cesar and his displays, but this still left
many unaddressed queries for the novice. However the book has plenty of good advice.
Loooove! Great tips Not a step-by-step, similar to a philosophy but it does lay down all of the
rules and how to get the best from your pup. I was hesitant to purchase How to Improve the
Perfect Pup after reading the testimonials that said the publication was mostly old tales from
Mexico, lacked specifics, and relied on lessons from older canines in the pack. ? Pet dog has a
brain of her very own and her breed of dog is more difficult than most to train. This has actually
helped me to get a more peaceful sensible home. A Great book to learn before you obtain your
puppy. And how exactly to raise them right I'm feeling ready! Great book filled with so much
useful information,i feel a lot more ready for the training to begin and feel we are successful! I
would recommend it.? This book was sooo helpful in advising me on the best way to raise &
Very helpful book but definately not making my puppy ideal. Things I would never consider until
scanning this book! My pup has already made a difference in teaching & accurate. So thorough,



detailed, & Wonderfull insight and knowledge. Would highly recommend! Love Cesar Millan! I
got this for my stepdaughter who's fighting a headstrong dog, and I don't think she'll have
enough time to process the conversational approach. Extremely informational!
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